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They say
that madness is doing the same thing over
and over again and expecting different
results...but what happens when the very
person that brought your heart back to life
has the ability to shatter it with one
confession? After an explosive affair left
their hearts battered and scarred, Georgia
and Tristan are trying for a fresh start. She
is determined to take it slow and not repeat
the mistakes of the past, while Tristan is
willing to throw caution to the wind as long
as he has his dark-haired girl in his
life...and in his bed. But Georgia and
Tristan cant shelter their love from the
outside world, and the moments of
exquisite passion they share arent enough
to sustain the relationship. When scars
from the past resurface--will their hearts
meld together as one? Or will outside
forces tear them apart, leaving an empty
shell where love and passion once thrived?
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